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THE SACRIFICE AND THE LAW OF ENTROPY 
 
If we do not work on our thoughts, feelings, the "I," the myself or oneself, the 
phenomenon of the entropy becomes more accurate within ourselves and then the 
thoughts have the tendency to become each time more inferiors, the negative emotions 
become more and more negatives, the volitions turn us weaker. The areas of the brain 
become weaker and do not work like in other times. This is known by the best doctors; 
even the best scientist fall into entropy.  
 
Everything have the tendency to involution because of the effects of the Law of Entropy; 
in last instance this law equalizes everything. 
 
The Law of Entropy is something that can be seen easily. If we put a container full of hot 
water besides one with cold water, we will see how the entropy is brought: there is an 
interchange of heat and cold until the moment that the entropy triumphs and both 
containers are equalized.  
 
For example, in this moment millions of people are into the path of entropy, as they do 
not work on themselves, each day they become more stupid, their mind is becoming 
atrophied, the centers of the human machine are more and more degenerated, the areas of 
the brain do not work and in this form the day will come when everybody will be 
equalized in the Tartarus by action of the Law of Entropy. 
 
Have you notice how the Law of Entropy equalize the people? Somebody could be buried 
in a golden coffin and another in a coffin of wood, however, no matter how beautiful the 
sepulchre could be, finally both are same, with as many bones as the other. It is obvious 
that the death equalize everybody. 
 
Therefore, the humanoids that inhabit the face of earth, that is to say, the three-brained or 
three-centred bipeds, one day will be similar: degenerated and unable. They will be so 
similar that there will be almost no differences between them. 
 
Let us observe the earth, it is said that each day travels slower, that is to say, that the 
rotation of its axis is becoming slower because of the hight tides and the effect of the 
waters. On the other hand, it is say that the Sun is cooling down, maybe that is 
happening, however, I say that according the terrestrial atmosphere gets thinner and 
thinner, it will lost its capacity to analyze and decompose the rays of the Sun into light 
and heat. At this speed, the Moon will distant itself from the earth, that is the general 
opinion and I agree; that is the entropy. One day the earth will be another Moon, the 
entropy will have equalized the earth.  
 
Let us observe how everything is functioning under the effects of the Law of Entropy: the 
oceans are already transformed in garbage containers, the fish are dying, the rivers are 
contaminated, the atmosphere is contaminated by the smog, the fruits are adulterated. 
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The wise men, the pseudo know-it-all, are finishing the true fruits of the earth, now one 
does not even find apples and have to eat "chinese apples," oranges from California 
(without seeds). Have you ever seen something more stupid? Of course, that is the Law 
of the Entropy. The know-it-all, satisfied with their wisdom do not know that what they 
have done is to degenerate the vegetables making them to walk through the path of the 
entropy. 
 
At this rhythm, the lands will become more sterile, the atomic explosions have already 
abused them and if this continue, one day the earth will be equalized; then it will be 
another Moon. 
 
Fortunately, the wisdom, that is to say, the Teomertmalogos has  everything very well 
calculated. 
 
We already know that through the transformation it is possible to defeat the Law of 
Entropy and obviously the transformation includes the sacrifice. For example, if one 
sacrifices the sexual desire, that force will bring us something else: the Existential 
Superior Bodies of the Being crystallize within the Being; if one sacrifices the anger, it 
will appear the precious stone of the meekness; if one sacrifices the desire of getting 
money, the unbearable greed, on oneself will born the altruism; if one sacrifices the envy, 
it will appear the philanthropy, the yearn of working for the other's good, the happiness 
for the other's good. It cannot exists transformation if there is not sacrifice. 
 
For example, the diesel in a locomotive have to be sacrificed. What for? In order to have 
the energy that moves the train; that means sacrifice. If the machine works by coal like 
the old ones, that combustible is sacrificed. What for? In order to attain the energy and 
the movement of the train. 
 
Yes, when one sacrifices an inferior force in order to attain a superior one, there exists 
transformation. Let us observe an example, a combustible like the coal, is different than 
the energy of the locomotive. When is sacrificed it becomes something different because 
the energy that moves the train is absolutely different than the coal. 
 
In the same form, when a man sacrifices his sexual impulses, the result of that energy are 
the Existential Superior Bodies of the Being. Do you see how different is the result? 
 
Therefore, if during the copulation the sperm is sacrificed, the liberated energy originates 
the Profound Internal Man; then one can escape from that horrible and degenerative Law 
of Entropy. 
 
The earth in this moment walks according the Law of Entropy and if does not exists a 
great sacrifice, tomorrow will be equalized, will be transformed in another Moon. 
However, because the program has not ended (each planet has to have seven races before 
to become a Moon), then it is necessary to do a great sacrifice, it is necessary a 
catastrophe and the sacrificer will be the Teomertmalogos. 
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Why it is necessary a catastrophe? In order to be able to transform the earth, it is 
necessary to sacrifice this humanity, everything has to be transformed and sacrificed. It is 
necessary a transformation and as a result of that transformation of energies, will come 
forth a new earth with its beauty and golden age. 
 
The catastrophe is indispensable in order to defeat the Law of Entropy. If the catastrophe 
would not exists, the Law of Entropy would end up equalizing the Earth with the Moon, 
it would be another Moon but before its time. However, thanks to the transformation that 
will be produced with that sacrifice, with the catastrophe, it will come forth a new Golden 
Age and a new humanity. 
 
The earth is dying, the Entropy is taking the earth to its end little by little and this can be 
seen for anyone with a bit of vision. Only through a transformation it will be possible to 
allow the earth not to become a Moon yet, to get something new from among the chaos. 
Yes, the transformation that will come, will be based in the sacrifice and will end with a 
great catastrophe.  
 
Even Christ sacrificed himself in the holy land in order to defeat the Law of Entropy.  
 
A knife was stuck on the back of a bull, over the animal was placed the figure of the God 
Mithras, from the spilled blood of the sacred bull were born the plants and everything. 
This is indicating the same, the sacrifice that is indispensable in order to get a 
transformation, the urgent transformation in order to overcome the entropy. If one does 
not do anything, if does not sacrifice oneself in order to reduce to dust the "I's," one will 
be swallow by the entropy. 
 
People do not want to sacrifice themselves, of course they do not comprehend the Law of 
Sacrifice. People believe that the earth can be transformed without a sacrifice and that is 
absurd because if somebody wants to do a work but does not sacrifice himself, sooner or 
later the entropy will come and his work will fail; however, if one begins doing a work 
having the sacrifice as foundation, one will produce incessant transformations and the 
work will grow and be abundant.  
 
One has to begin by sacrificing at list one's own sufferings. I assure you that people 
would sacrifice their pleasures and even the vices, the money but never their sufferings. 
People love their sufferings, their pains so much. They would sacrifice everything except 
their sufferings! 
 
If one begins by sacrificing the sufferings, it is possible to walk a step forwards and to 
defeat the Law of Entropy. Who of you wants to sacrifice your own sufferings for 
something superior?  
 
About myself, I was never thinking in the sufferings, I sacrificed all the things that people 
love. People love to speak about their experiences, of the sufferings that they had, of the 
bitterness, "of what I will be thanks to those many sufferings." In truth, are rare, are very 
few, those that want to sacrifice their sufferings. 
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Yes, observe the people and you will see that they are not practical; observe the 
psychology of them and you will see how they love their sufferings, how they enjoy 
remembering them: "When I passed through those situations," "when I used to sell 
Newspapers in the streets in order to become what I am now, the Doctor, the powerful 
man," "me that used to sell Newspapers and sleep in the streets." 
 
People is like that, they love themselves and their pains so much, people need their own 
sufferings. Yes, and enjoy them. The reach people, the more powerful and happy they 
are, the more that every once in a while remember their own failures, their sufferings and 
feel self- important remembering them. 
 
Eliminate those things from your personality because everything is transformed through 
the sacrifice. Sacrifice your own sufferings, eliminate from yourselves the "I's" that 
produced the sufferings and the sufferings will be sacrificed. The "I's" of the sufferings 
have to be disintegrated, have to be pulverized and the energy that comes from it, will 
produce the transformation in where a different man will be born, a man that defeat the 
law of Entropy. 
 
There we have the Moon; the one that defeats and dies can investigate in the interior of 
the Moon what is happening in the entrails of our satellite. You will see there the residues 
of millions of Selenite "I's" that belonged to the people of lunar kind when that satellite 
was inhabited... Yes, one day was inhabited, long before the existence of earth. 
 
The Mon is very ancient, when it had life, it had a humanity and today the residues of the 
selenite "I's" are found in the lunar infernal worlds and all of them are same. Who 
equalized them completely? The Law of Entropy. In the same for as it equalizes two 
cadaver regardless if one has been buried in a golden coffin or in a wood one. The Law of 
Entropy is the law in charge to equalize rich and poor. That is the crude reality of the 
facts! 
 
Therefore, nothing changes if one does not transform something; if one does not sacrifice 
something is swallowed by the Law of entropy, that is obvious. It worthwhile to reflect 
about all of these things. 
 
** Master, does a superior law overcome an inferior law? 
 
*** In another time we could affirm it, however, we are talking about that in our theme. 
We can say (and I want you to write it using quotation marks) that when an inferior law is 
transcended by a superior law, the superior law overcomes the inferior law. In order to an 
inferior law could be transcended by a superior law it is necessary to sacrifice the inferior 
law with the superior law. When is sacrificed, then it comes the transformation that 
transform the inferior law in superior.  
 
** Venerable Master, are necessary two more races, the sixth and the seventh. Is there a 
superior law that will originate the sacrifices? That is to say, in that form the Law of 
Entropy will be overcame? 
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*** In last instance, the entropy only produces disorders like what we see in the atoms of 
decomposed cadaver. For example, if a library is not cleaned, if it is not ordered, then the 
books are piled one over the other and finally is a chaos that no one understand, it is a 
disorder. However, in a transformation everything is different, in the transformation it is 
generated order, an atomic order. 
 
In every universe there is an Ordering Force and for this reason we find order in every 
molecule of the universe, in the petals of a flower, in the protons and electrons of an 
atom. Obviously, if exists order in an atom, it means that exists an Ordering force; I 
would not imagine the order in a molecule of cooper or starch without the existence of an 
Ordaining Force. 
 
When I speak about the Ordaining force, it means that must exists an Intelligent Force. I 
could never accept an Ordaining Force that comes forth from the "azar", the azar is not 
intelligent. Now, if the azar were able to produce an Ordaining Force undoubtedly that 
azar could no longer exists, it would be an Intelligent Principle. 
 
If using an exact logic we can say that the Ordaining Directive Principle that has been 
and will be is the Creative Demiurge, only that marvellous Ordaining Force that put the 
universe into activity can generate extraordinary transformations. However, if one does 
not use that Ordaining Force, then the Law of Entropy little by little generates the 
disorder of the atoms, the disorder of the mind, the disorder of the psychological 
principles and in this form all of us will end up equalized, transformed in something that 
does not have any importance. That is the crude reality of the facts! 
 
 

INVERENCIAL PEACE 
 

Samael Aun Weor 
 


